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Main Panel D guidance

• Generating new ways of thinking that influence creative practice. 

• Creating, inspiring and supporting new forms of artistic, literary, linguistic, 

social, economic, religious, and other expression. 

• Contributing to innovation and entrepreneurial activity through the design and 

delivery of new products or services.

• Contributing to economic prosperity via the creative sector including 

publishing, music, theatre, museums and galleries, film and television, fashion, 

tourism, and computer games. 

• Informing or influencing practice or policy as a result of research on the 

nature and extent of religious, sexual, ethnic or linguistic discrimination. 

• Contributing to continuing personal and professional development.

• Preserving, conserving, and presenting cultural heritage.

• Developing stimuli to tourism and contributing to the quality of the tourist 

experience.



English language and literature

Enriching and widening public understanding of literature and 

cultural heritage (15 examples)

•Cultural heritage is presented and interpreted for a wide public 

audience.

•Britain’s most iconic literary figure is reinterpreted for a wide public by 

one of Britain’s most fêted living poets.

•Historically remote literary heritage is presented and interpreted for the 

general public.

•Expanding and entrenching public discussion of migration and identity.

•Building new audiences for poetry.

•Impact on individuals.



English language and literature

Economic benefits (tourism, publishing, products) (7 examples)

•Assisting the development of stimuli to the tourist economy.

•Digital and performance content provided for an independent poetry 

festival, simultaneously developing a stimulus to local tourism.

•Raises awareness of an historically remote body of English poetry, and 

contributes to prosperity in the publishing sector.

•Innovation and entrepreneurial activity is supported by contribution to 

development of a new product in the digital publishing industry.

Informing education and health sectors (4 examples)

Stimulating new creative practice (4 examples)

Informing policy and working with government (1 example)



REF 2014 conclusions

General lessons on what makes for a 4* case study in 

English language and literature:

•Close links with writers and cultural organisations.

•Scale tends to be individuals or small teams of c. 3.

•Innovation corroboration with lots of relevant quantitative 

data (media exposure, events).

•External corroboration (reviews, news stories).

•Strong narratives and clear personal stories: case studies 

within case studies. 

•Baseline as a point of comparison.



Transnational Holocaust Memory

Linked group of research projects:

How are tropes of Holocaust memory circulated in different national and 

transnational contexts?

Comparative approach
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South Africa partnership

• South African Holocaust and Genocide Foundation

• Visit to Cape Town Holocaust Centre in September 2013

• British Academy International Partnership and Mobility 

Scheme (£10k)



Knowledge Exchange

• Knowledge exchange (KE) workshop with c. 60 museum 

professionals, teachers, heritage industry professionals –

‘dark heritage’, ‘empathy’, role of museums etc. …



Teaching

• Workshops for 76 local schoolchildren from 2 different 

schools - 14-15 years old

• Focus on the Anne Frank Exhibition  



Exhibition

• AHRC impact ‘follow on’ funding

• Displayed across South Africa and UK in 2015

• Further exhibitions in UK, Ireland and USA

• Teaching resources, student interns



Conference



Basic evaluation



Quantitative data

6,000 + UK visitors and 200 + completed surveys

Was the exhibition interesting and informative? Ave. 4.28

Would you recommend the exhibition to your friends or family? Ave. 4.06

Has the exhibition helped you to understand the challenges of 

confronting a ‘difficult past’? Ave. 4.22

Has engaging with university research helped you to understand how 

people tell stories about the past to define what kind of society they want 

to live in today? Ave. 3.93

Has the exhibition changed your attitudes or beliefs? Ave. 3.03



Qualitative data

Were you more affected by the images or words, or both?

•I was affected by the stories of the survivors (age 10)

•More by the words of the students leading the exhibition [tour] (age 18)

•Both, but while I had seen similar images before, the information and words 

associated with them in this exhibition were very informative and shed new light 

on said images (age 18)

•Both. Words supported images, open ended questions encouraged deeper 

thinking (age 21)

•Images. I wondered at first if some of them were too graphic because they’re in 

the middle of a big hall where people just rush past. It felt a bit disrespectful. But 

then I thought we have to keep shocking ourselves – we have to remember 

what humans are capable of. I don’t like confronting the past but force myself to 

look at these images to remind myself that I have a personal responsibility to 

other members of society past and present (age 31)



Qualitative data

Can remembering the past help us to achieve reconciliation and social 

justice?

• Yes because you can stop it from happening (age 10)

• Remembering the past can always help with reconciliation but not with 

social justice – these events shouldn’t have taken place and to provide 

justice justifies it happening again (age 20)

• Not always in the way we need to. Remember that these things are 

continuing to happen every day all over the world (age 39)

• Definitely – linking the past to the present contextualizes contemporary 

events and enables (especially younger people) to question opinions which 

are becoming increasingly fashionable with relation to anti-Islam, 

immigration, UKIP opinions (age 48)

• Hopefully, but this is difficult also in that it could be an uneven process of 

moving forward, i.e. those who feel guilt and those who do not (age 69)



Post-performance Q&A



Conclusion


